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Trade war biggest 
risk to financial 
stability: ECB
FRANKFURT: A growth slump that
could be caused by rising trade tensions
is the biggest risk to financial stability in
the eurozone, the European Central
Bank said yesterday.

“A potential trade war is perhaps the
main risk, the main threat to the eco-
nomic environment globally and simulta-
neously for financial stability,” ECB vice-
president Luis de Guindos said in a
Frankfurt press conference. Among other
factors such as Brexit and weakness in
emerging markets, trade tensions
between Brussels, Washington and
Beijing were behind a slowdown in the
euro area in the second half of 2018.

Growth rebounded in the first three
months of this year, to 0.4 percent quar-
ter-on-quarter, but with the United States
and China still locked in a tariff battle
knock-on effects continue to roil the sin-
gle currency bloc. And the White House
persists in dangling the prospect of trade
taxes on imports from the EU like cars. A
growth blow could impact all four main

financial stability risks identified by the
ECB in its twice-annual review. Those
include a “disorderly” increase in the pre-
mium lenders charge on risky debt, and
growing concerns about debt sustainabil-
ity for some companies and highly-
indebted countries like Italy.

“Whenever tensions between the
Italian government and the European
Commission come down, the spreads
narrow” between yield on Rome’s bonds
and those of reference countries like
Germany, de Guindos said. “The lesson I
think that is quite evident is it’s very
important to meet and to respect the fis-
cal rules” that apply to eurozone mem-
bers, he added.

He also noted that Italy had a “good
track record” of managing its debt pile.
Other risks identified by the ECB include
eurozone banks’ low profitability, which
could suffer further if growth slows. And
non-bank financial players like asset
managers are taking bigger risks, with a
cash pile that has more than doubled
since 2008, to 13.8 trillion euros ($15.4
trillion) — making for potentially massive
losses if risk premiums change suddenly.

De Guindos highlighted that the ECB
also included a chapter on climate
change risks to financial stability, days
after voters handed environmentalist

parties increased representation in the
European parliament. “We believe this is
something that is going to become sys-
tematic and structural” for financial sta-
bility, the central banker said.

The financial system could suffer from
both “physical risks” like natural disas-
ters, and “transition risks” as the econo-

my undergoes the costly switch to
reduced carbon emissions.

“We are trying to weigh and combine
the exposure of the financial system with
the carbon footprint of different pol-
luters in order to have a clear picture of
where the risks are allocated,” de
Guindos said. —AFP

FRANKFURT AM: The headquarters of the European Central Bank (ECB) in
Frankfurt am Main, western Germany. —AFP

Stocks, oil sink 
as China ‘warns 
on metal exports’
LONDON: World stock markets and oil
prices tumbled yesterday as China
reportedly warned it would limit exports
of rare metals, used in cameras, comput-
ers, smartphones and televisions, in the
latest eruption in its trade war with the
United States. Investor sentiment also
took a knock as Chinese technology giant
Huawei stepped up its legal battle to
overturn US legislation barring American
federal agencies from buying its products,
as Beijing toughened its trade war stance.
“Again we see how the market is moving
around on US-China news flow that is
hard to lock down,” commented Niel
Wilson at Markets.com. “China’s threats
to stop rare earth exports is clearly a bar-
gaining chip, if not exactly a trump card,
but one the market is starting to really
take seriously,” he noted.

Asian equities slid as investors grew
anxious about a possible economic slow-
down in the absence of progress in

resolving the US-China trade spat. In a
sign of intensifying concern over eco-
nomic growth, the yield, or rate of return
for investors, on the 10-year US govern-
ment bonds hit 2.22 percent, the lowest
level since September 2017. 

“With investors flocking to US 10-year
Treasury bonds on Tuesday night-yields
are at a 20-month low-the European
markets resumed their fearful perform-
ance on Wednesday,” said Spreadex ana-
lyst Connor Campbell. “The catalyst for
the latest round of losses was a thinly-
veiled threat from China over its willing-
ness to throw around its rare earth weight
in its battle with the US.” A Chinese state
media report suggested Beijing would
restrict exports of rare earths, using the
minerals as leverage in the trade dispute.

China’s ‘secret weapon’?-
Rare earths are a key component in

electrical devices and any move to restrict
their supply would have a devastating
impact on manufacturers, with China pro-
ducing more than 95 percent of the met-
als. “Given that the materials are used in
everything from iPhones to missile guid-
ance systems to electric cars... the country
may have found its not-so-secret weapon
in the trade war,” Campbell added.

Economists agree that the trade dispute
between the world’s top two economic
superpowers will have grim implications
for consumers, who will have to bear the
costs of punitive tit-for-tat tariffs. Back in
Europe, investors digested the implica-
tions of a possible new row between the
European Commission and Italian authori-

ties over budget plans that would push
Rome’s public deficit above the EU limit.
The Commission said it had asked for
“clarifications” on Italy’s 2019 budget, but
Italy’s far right Deputy Prime Minister
Matteo Salvini brushed off the threat. The
yield on 10-year Italian government bonds
stood at 2.66 percent.—AFP

TOKYO: Pedestrians walk past a stock indicator showing share prices of
the Tokyo Stock Exchange in Tokyo. —AFP

Slow global growth 
weighing on US 
manufacturers: 
Fed report
WASHINGTON: US manufacturers increasingly worry
trade spats and other factors will dampen their growth
prospects, while widespread worker shortages are also
hampering industries nationwide, the Federal Reserve
said yesterday.

Even though manufacturers have reported solid
growth in recent weeks, and the US economy has con-
tinued to turn in respectable albeit slower performance,
the Fed’s “beige book” survey added more evidence
that concerns are building. President Donald Trump’s
aggressive trade policies, Brexit and other issues are
showing signs of hitting global growth. Trump slapped
punishing tariffs on steel and aluminum imports, as well
as $250 billion in goods from China, which drew retali-
ation against US products. Meanwhile, wage increases
are becoming more widespread as companies compete
to fill open positions, although prices “continued to
increase at a modest-to-moderate pace” as firms see-
ing higher input costs still cannot consistently pass
them along to consumers, the report said.

The anecdotal reports in the beige book are consis-
tent with the outlooks offered by the International
Monetary Fund and Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, which have downgrad-
ed forecasts for US and global growth this year amid
major trade frictions, Brexit and other factors. And New
York Federal Reserve Bank President John Williams
said in a speech yesterday that the US economy would
“slow considerably” this year to around two percent as
the boost from last year’s economic stimulus fades.
Many of the Fed’s 12 regional banks said manufacturing
activity remained solid or rose and the San Francisco
Fed cited a steel manufacturer in Oregon that “noted
strong activity in the industry due to lower competition
from abroad arising from trade policy actions.”

However, “numerous manufacturing contacts con-
veyed concerns about weakening global demand, high-
er costs due to tariffs and ongoing trade policy uncer-
tainty,” the Fed said in the report, prepared in advance
of the monetary policy meeting of March 19-20. And in
spite of Trump’s goal to reduce the US trade imbalance,
the US merchandise trade deficit soared last year to its
highest level ever, while goods deficits with China,
Mexico and the European Union likewise hit records.

Jobs not college? 
Concerns in American industry were becoming more

widespread than in previous reports which for months
have expressed worries about the uncertainty caused
by the trade friction. The Cleveland Fed laid out factors
weighing on demand and the growth outlook, including
“slower global growth-particularly in Europe and
China,” as well as “continued uncertainty about the
future of tariffs on steel and aluminum and ongoing US-
China trade negotiations,” and “decreased consumer
confidence.”

Meanwhile, tight labor markets continue to serve as
a brake on expansion throughout the United States
and that is obliging companies in many areas to raise
wages and other benefits for low-skilled and high-
skilled workers. “Labor markets remained tight for all
skill levels, including notable worker shortages for
positions relating to information technology, manufac-
turing, trucking, restaurants and construction,” the
report said. —AFP

WASHINGTON:  The US Treasury expanded the num-
ber of countries subject to scrutiny in a semi-annual
report released on Tuesday, but again found that nei-
ther China nor any other trading partners was manipu-
lating its currency.

Treasury urged the Asian giant to avoid allowing the
renminbi (RMB) to weaken persistently-which would
give its products more competitive advantage.
Germany remained on the US “monitoring list” due to
its large trade surplus, as did Japan and South Korea,
indicating they “merit close attention to their currency
practices.”

Despite a bitter trade war with China focused on
bringing down the US trade deficit, Treasury held back
from escalating the fight further. Tensions between the
two economic superpowers have risen in recent weeks
after President Donald Trump accused Beijing of
reneging on its commitments, and with a US crackdown
on Chinese telecom giant Huawei.

Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said his agency
“takes seriously any potentially unfair currency prac-
tices,” and “is working vigorously to achieve stronger
growth and to ensure that trade expands in a way that
helps US workers and firms and protects them from
unfair foreign trade practices.”

Treasury said the report concluded that “direct
intervention by the People’s Bank of China in the last
year has been limited.” 

However, the US “continues to urge China to take
the necessary steps to avoid a persistently weak
currency.”

Expanding scrutiny 
The closely watched report broadened the field of

its scrutiny for potential exchange rate manipulation,
since a weak currency makes US products less com-
petitive and could undermine Washington’s efforts to
cut a soaring global trade imbalance. Mnuchin said
Treasury “is expanding the number of US trading part-
ners it reviews to make currency practices fairer and

more transparent.”
With the newly expanded list, Treasury put nine

trading partners on the monitoring list, including
Ireland, Italy, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam. 

Beginning with this report, the Treasury is assessing
all US trading partners with annual trade surpluses in
goods of more than $40 billion. Based on trade in 2018,
that standard covered 21 countries with nearly $3.5 tril-
lion in goods trade with the United States, according to
the report.

China’s currency dropped 3.8 percent against the
US dollar in the second half of last year, making it eight
percent weaker over the last year. 

However, China only triggered one of the criteria
used to determine whether a country merits close mon-
itoring. A senior Treasury official told reporters that
China still merited inclusion “given the importance of
China and their large, increasing surplus.”

Punitive duties 
Treasury’s analysis could become even more critical

after the Commerce Department last week announced
it intends to change its rules in order to impose duties
on countries that “act to undervalue their currency rel-
ative to the dollar, resulting in a subsidy to their
exports.”

In the details of the proposed change, Commerce
said it will “defer to Treasury’s evaluation as to under-
valuation” of a currency. However, a senior Treasury
official said that would be “a distinct, different process”
from the currency report.

The text is largely symbolic since it only calls for
consultations with countries deemed to be currency
manipulators, but would gain more teeth if Commerce
can impose duties to retaliate.

Germany remains on the monitoring list for a third
year, and Treasury noted it has “the world’s largest cur-
rent account surplus,” and a $68 billion trade surplus
with the United States in 2018. 

While Germany has repeatedly been listed, like

Italy and Ireland it is part of the eurozone and no
longer has independent control over its currency or
monetary policy, which is handled by the European
Central Bank. Singapore disputed its inclusion on this
year’s list, with the country’s central bank saying
Wednesday that it “does not manipulate its currency
for export advantage”.

The Asian city-state’s import-reliant economy

benchmarks its dollar against a basket of currencies
used by its major trading partners. The latest report
removed India and Switzerland because for two con-
secutive reports they had both met only one of three
criteria necessary for inclusion on the monitoring list.

While India had a significant bilateral surplus,
Switzerland had a material current account surplus,
according to the report. —AFP

Germany remains on US ‘monitoring list’

US Treasury again says China 
is not manipulating currency

BEIJING: A Chinese cashier counts renminbi banknotes at a currency exchange in Beijing. Treasury
urges China to avoid allowing the renminbi (RMB) to weaken persistently-which would give its products
more competitive advantage. —AFP

China warns 
US not to 
politicize
exchange rates
BEIJING: China warned the United
States yesterday not to “politicize” the

exchange rate of its currency amid a
festering trade war between the two
economic giants.

The US Treasury declined to label
China a currency manipulator in its lat-
est semi-annual report but also called
on Beijing to prevent the yuan from
weakening. “We have always said here
that we hope the US side will respect
objective facts, market rules and not
politicize the exchange rate issue,” said
foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang.

While the Treasury report said “direct
intervention by the People’s Bank of
China in the last year has been limited,”
the department also released a state-
ment urging “China to take the neces-
sary steps to avoid a persistently weak
currency.”

The report’s conclusion “is in line
with basic common sense”, Lu told
reporters during a regular news brief-
ing. “We have repeatedly advised the
US side to act in accordance with the

relevant multilateral international rules
and not to unilaterally assess other
countries’ exchange rates,” he said.

Despite ratcheting trade tensions
and punit ive tariffs on half  of i ts
exports to the US, Chinese officials
have repeatedly said they wil l  not
resort to competitive devaluation of the
yuan to help Chinese exporters. The
onshore yuan yesterday traded at 6.91
to the dollar while it stood at 6.93 to
the dollar offshore. —AFP


